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5 ABSTRACT: Large numerical aperture (NA) lenses with high modulation transfer functions (MTFs) promise high image
6 resolution for advanced optical imaging. However, it is challenging to achieve a high MTF using traditional large-NA lenses, which
7 are fundamentally limited by the amplitude mismatch. In contrast, metasurfaces are promising for realizing amplitude and phase
8 matching for ideal lenses. However, current metalenses are mostly based on a phase-only (PO) profile because the strong coupling
9 among the metaatoms in large-NA lenses makes perfect amplitude matching quite challenging to realize. Here, we derive a phase-

10 and-amplitude (PA) profile that approaches the theoretical MTF limit for large-NA lenses and use interferometric unit cells
11 combined with a segmented sampling approach to achieve the desired amplitude and phase control. For the first time, we show that
12 the amplitude does not require a perfect match; realizing the trend of the required amplitude is sufficient to significantly increase the
13 MTF of a large-NA lens. We demonstrated a 0.9 NA cylindrical metalens at 940 nm with a Struve ratio (SR), which describes how
14 close the MTF is to the upper limit, increasing from 0.68 to 0.90 compared with the PO metalens. Experimentally, we achieved an
15 SR of 0.77 for the 0.9 NA lens, which is even 0.09 higher than the simulated SR of the PO metalens. Our investigation provides new
16 insights for large-NA lenses and has potential applications in high-image-resolution optical systems.
17 KEYWORDS: large numerical aperture, metalens, amplitude, phase, high modulation transfer function

18 ■ INTRODUCTION

19 High-resolution optical systems, such as cylindrical lenses for
20 line illumination microscopy1 and compound lenses for
21 confocal scanning microscopy,2,3 are essential to advanced
22 imaging. Attaining high resolution requires large numerical
23 aperture (NA) lenses with high modulation transfer functions
24 (MTFs), because the NA determines the theoretical resolution
25 limit of the optical system4,5 and the MTF reflects the attained
26 resolution.4,6,7 Alu ̀ et al.8 and Di et al.9 have rigorously
27 analyzed that achieving a high MTF at a large NA requires the
28 co-modulation of the phase and amplitude. Traditional
29 refractive and diffractive lenses10−12 generally modulate the
30 light phase, resulting in an increase in the side-lobe energy of
31 focus for large-NA lenses. Consequently, as the NA increases,
32 they suffer a significant drop in the MTF compared to the
33 upper limit determined by a perfect lens. This drop in

34performance can be characterized by the Struve ratio (SR),7

35which quantitatively reflects the closeness of the MTF to the
36theoretical limit (the larger the SR value, the higher the MTF).
37Some techniques, such as aperture apodization,13,14 allow
38reducing the side lobes in refractive lenses through amplitude
39modulation, but at the cost of increased system complexity and
40some loss in resolution.13

41Metasurfaces, a novel artificial material composed of
42subwavelength structures, offer a significant ability to modulate
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43 both the amplitude and phase of light15−20 and promise to
44 realize large-NA imaging devices with high MTFs. However,
45 particularly for a large NA, it is difficult to directly design
46 metalenses that achieve the rigorous amplitude and phase
47 matching requirement given by refs 8 and 9 because of the
48 strong electromagnetic coupling between adjacent unit cells.
49 Thus, several pioneering studies on large-NA metalenses21−27

50 did not consider the amplitude requirement, usually basing
51 their designed metalenses on the phase-only (PO) profile
52 proposed by ref 28 and resulting in a dramatically decreasing
53 MTF with an increasing NA.9 Some inverse design methods,
54 such as topology optimization,9,29−31 do not apply the phase-
55 only constraint and directly optimize the subwavelength
56 structure to design large-NA metalenses. Although this could
57 be a solution, it has several limitations. First, optimization
58 relies heavily on a good heuristic initial design that serves as a
59 starting point. Second, inverse design requires enormous
60 computational resources that exponentially grow with the
61 device size,26 which leads to poor scalability (limits the size of
62 the device). Moreover, it is difficult to fabricate an optimized
63 free structure. Therefore, a large-NA (e.g., NA = 0.9) metalens
64 that approaches the theoretical MTF limit has not yet been
65 experimentally demonstrated.
66 In this study, to improve the MTF, we find that the
67 amplitude of a large-NA lens does not require perfect
68 matching; it suffices to realize approximately the trend of the
69 required amplitude. Specifically, by investigating the radiation
70 field of a point source, we first propose a simplified phase and
71 amplitude matching requirement, the phase-and-amplitude
72 (PA) profile, which allows metalenses to approach the upper
73 limit of the MTF of a large-NA lens. Then, we use
74 interferometric unit cells that modulate the amplitude and
75 phase independently and adopt a segmented sampling

76principle to construct the metalens. As a proof of concept,
77we design a 0.9 NA cylindrical PA metalens illuminated by 940
78nm TE-polarized light. Although the actual amplitude of the
79metalens does not perfectly fit the target amplitude (it
80oscillates along the target to some extent), it nevertheless
81achieves an SR of 0.90, which is a marked improvement over
82the respective SR of 0.68 of a counterpart PO design.
83Furthermore, the SR of our 0.9 NA design is higher than the
84highest theoretically achievable SR of phase-only designs.
85Finally, we fabricated and characterized the proposed 0.9 NA
86cylindrical metalens and experimentally demonstrated that its
87SR was 0.77, which was higher than the simulated SR of the
88PO metalens, thus confirming our findings.

89■ RESULTS
90PA Profile for a Large-NA Lens with High MTF. We
91derived the PA profile from the standpoint of a radiating point
92source by analyzing the amplitude and phase distribution of
93the point source placed at the focus point that propagates back
94 f1to the surface of the lens via optical reciprocity. Figure 1(a)
95shows a plane wave focused into an ideal spot through a flat
96lens; according to the scalar spherical wave approxima-
97tion,5,32,33 the complex amplitude of the wave radiated by
98t h e po in t l i gh t sou r c e a t t h e l en s p l ane i s

99++Ae r f/ik r f( ) 2 22 2
, where f is the focal length of the flat

100lens, k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber, r is the distance from the
101center of the lens, and A is the intensity of the point source.
102The amplitude of the radiated wave on the flat plane gradually
103decreases from the center to the edge. Conversely, to convert a
104normal incident plane wave with an amplitude of unity into an
105ideal spherical wave, a flat lens (metalens) must achieve the
106following complex amplitude modulation:

Figure 1. Illustration of the phase-and-amplitude (PA) profile and its effect. (a) Schematic diagram of a perfect flat lens. View from right to left is a
point source of radiation. The purple gradient line represents the various amplitude and phase distributions when the spherical wave radiates to the
flat plane. (b, c) Phase and amplitude distributions for different NAs according to the PA profile. (d) Ideal SR for the cylindrical lens designed with
phase-only (PO) and PA profiles and 0.2−0.95 NAs. (e, f) The virtual lenses with 0.9 NA created by the PO and PA profiles exhibit increased and
decreased side lobes, respectively.
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108 where A0 represents the amplitude at the center of the lens.
109 Regarding maintaining energy conservation, A0 needs to be
110 larger than 1 (see Supporting Information for details). So, the
111 lens needs to transfer excess energy from the border to the
112 center, which is challenging. To be more feasible, we ignore the
113 energy conservation and take A0 as 1 to only achieve the
114 relative amplitude. Most importantly, although some excess
115 energy is lost, the transmitted light remains an ideal spherical
116 wave and does not affect the MTF or imaging quality.7

117 Figure 1(b) and (c) illustrate the phase and amplitude
118 distributions of the various NAs. It can be seen that the phase
119 is still a hyperbolic phase, but the amplitude is no longer unity
120 as the NA increases. When the NA is less than 0.5, the
121 amplitude remains almost unchanged; therefore, the ideal SR
122 of the cylindrical lens design with a PO profile is close to 1, as
123 shown in Figure 1(d). Once the NA exceeds 0.5, the amplitude
124 varies significantly across the aperture; consequently, the ideal
125 SR of the PO design decreases rapidly. For example, the ideal
126 SR of the lens design with the PO profile drops to 0.8 when the
127 NA reaches 0.9. By adding the proposed amplitude modulation
128 instead of a uniform amplitude, the PA profile improves the
129 ideal SR, as indicated by the orange line in Figure 1(d). With
130 the same 0.9 NA, an SR of 0.96 can theoretically be achieved
131 with the PA profile. Note that because of the scalar
132 approximation, there remains a 0.04 difference between perfect
133 lenses; however, our PA profile improves the ideal SR by 0.16
134 compared to that of the PO profile. As shown in Figure 1(e)
135 and (f), this improvement is due to the PA profile decreasing
136 the side-lobe energy of the point-spread function (PSF) to
137 make the energy more concentrated and hence enhances the
138 MTF. Please refer to the Supporting Information for more
139 details on the calculation of MTFs and SRs.
140 Design of a Large-NA and High-MTF Metalens. The
141 proposed PA profile shows the amplitude and phase profile
142 requirements for large-NA lenses with a high MTF. In this
143 section, we utilize interferometric unit cells that can achieve
144 independent amplitude and phase modulations to design and
145 realize these profiles.
146 Interferometric Unit Cells. Traditional unit cells24 are
147 unsuitable for constructing PA metalenses because they cannot
148 independently modulate amplitude and phase. However, two

149emergent kinds of unit cells have such ability; one is the unit
150cell based on the conversion efficiency of circularly polarized
151light,34−36 and the other is the interferometric unit cell37−40

152with multiple metaatoms. The latter has higher energy
153utilization efficiency and more structural degrees of freedom
154than the former. Therefore, we chose interferometric unit cells
155to design metalens. The structure of the interferometric unit
156 f2cell is shown in Figure 2(a). The interferometric unit cell is
157composed of two substructures with the same period arranged
158along the y axis. When the plane wave ei·0 is incident, the
159electric field distributions of the two substructures can be
160expressed as ·A ei

1
1 and ·A ei

2
2. The interference occurs near

161the output surface of the unit cells owing to the subwavelength
162separation of the substructures. The average interference
163complex amplitude is given by = +· · ·Ae A e A e( )/2i i i

1 2
1 2 .

164For the high-transmittance subunit cells, where A1 and A2 are
165close to 1, the resultant amplitude and phase can be simplified
166as

= + =A
1
2

2 2 cos( ) ,
2
sum

167(2)

168where Δφ = φ1 − φ2 and φsum = φ1 + φ2. Please refer to the
169Supporting Information for derivation details.
170According to eq 2, the amplitude modulation generated by
171the interferometric unit cells is dependent only on Δφ, and
172their phase modulation is dependent only on φsum. Note Δφ
173and φsum are linearly independent, so we can independently
174modulate the amplitude A and phase φ. Figure 2(b) shows an
175example that when keeping φsum to 240° to retain the phase φ
176at 120°, the amplitude A can be adjusted individually by
177altering the phase difference Δφ. Similarly, Figure 2(c) shows
178an example in which Δφ ≅ −80° to retain amplitude A at 0.75.
179The phase φ is changed individually by altering the phase
180summation φsum. See the Supporting Information for the
181modulation approach of the phase summation (difference) and
182additional examples of independent modulation of the phase
183and amplitude. Controlling coupling is a crucial factor in
184designing interferometric unit cells; in this paper, we choose a
185high refractive index hydrogenated silicon (Si:H) material (n =
1863.49, k = 0.001)41 because it can enhance the structure’s ability
187to confine the electric field and reduce the coupling.41−43

188Although the extinction coefficient k of Si:H is not very small,
189it has little effect on the metalens (see the Supporting

Figure 2. Illustration of interferometric unit cells and the amplitude and phase modulation results. (a) Schematic diagram of interferometric unit
cells composed of two substructures in the same period. The substructure dimension (l, w) can be changed to provide the desired propagation
phase. The bottom is a schematic illustration of a plane wave turning into waves of independent amplitudes and phases via the interferometric unit
cell. (b) While fixing the phase at φsum = 240°, the amplitude is adjusted by changing the phase difference Δφ from 0° to 95°. (c) The phase is
changed through the phase summation φsum from −260° to 260° when the phase difference Δφ is −80°.
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190 Information for the discussion about the material loss on the
191 metalens performance).
192 Metalens with a Large NA and High MTF.We designed 0.9
193 NA cylindrical metalenses that focused incident TE-polarized

f3 194 light at a wavelength of 940 nm. Figure 3(a) shows a schematic
195 of the PA cylindrical metalens. The first metalens was
196 constructed using a universal discrete method (uniform
197 sampling period), as shown in Figure 3(b). The period Px of
198 the interference unit cells in the x direction was set to 0.375
199 μm (the sampling spacing of the metalens was unsegmented).
200 The unit cells’ period Py along the y axis was 0.92 μm (avoids
201 diffraction order). The nanopillars’ height h was 1.2 μm. We
202 selected nanopillars in the single-mode region44 that are weakly
203 affected by adjacent structures to design the metalens. Please
204 see the Methods section and Supporting Information for the
205 details of the metalens design and simulation. Figure 3(d)
206 shows the phase and amplitude (unsegmented) of the designed
207 metalens. The actual amplitude oscillates with the target
208 amplitude, and the actual phase has a certain deviation from
209 the target phase. This amplitude oscillation and phase
210 deviation mainly originate from the lens’s small sampling
211 spacing, causing near-field coupling of adjacent unit cells.
212 Other factors like the refractive index and the geometric
213 parameters of unit cells also contribute. Still, they are minor
214 factors since we have already chosen a high refractive index
215 material and single-mode nanopillars44 to reduce the coupling
216 caused by them. However, a small sampling spacing is a general

217measure since the amplitude and phase of lenses with large NA
218change quickly;42,43 therefore, it is almost impossible to
219achieve a perfect target (e.g., nonoscillating amplitude) profile
220at large NA. Nevertheless, it is no matter since we found the
221oscillation impacts MTF, but the impact is not particularly
222serious. The support is that our PA metalens also achieved a
223simulated SR of 0.83, which exceeds the theoretical ideal SR of
224the PO lens.
225To alleviate the amplitude oscillation and phase deviation
226issue and further improve the MTF of the PA metalens, we
227propose a segmented sampling principle, as shown in Figure
2283(c), where the phase and amplitude near the center of the
229lens change slowly, using large-period unit cells, while the edge
230with rapidly changing amplitude and phase adopts small-period
231unit cells. We used three-segment sampling spacing of 0.45,
2320.4, and 0.375 μm to redesign a 0.9 NA PA metalens, where
233the ratio of the three-segment lengths was 0.35:0.43:0.22 (see
234Supporting Information for selection of the basis of these
235parameters). The unit cells’ period Py along the y axis and
236height h remained unchanged. Figure 3(d) shows the
237amplitude and phase comparisons between segmented and
238unsegmented sampling. First of all, it is intuitive to see that the
239phase deviation of the segmented sampling metalens is smaller
240than that of the segmented sampling metalens. Then the root-
241mean-square error (RMSE)45 was employed to calculate the
242absolute difference between the target amplitude and actual
243amplitude profiles. The segmented sampling metalens had a

Figure 3. Design strategies and simulation results of the metalens with 0.9 NA. (a) Schematic diagram of a PA cylindrical metalens designed using
interferometric unit cells. The y direction is periodic. Plane waves are incident from below and focus above the lens. (b) Schematic diagram of the
unsegmented sampling principle with a uniform sampling period. (c) Schematic diagram of different areas with different sampling spacing.
Adopting large, intermediate, and small sampling spacing from the center of the lens to the edge, they satisfy the Nyquist sampling theorem.
Comparison of the phase, amplitude (d), and MTF (e) of PA metalenses built using unsegmented sampling and segmented sampling, respectively.
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244 lower RMSE; thus, its simulated amplitude was more
245 consistent with the target. Further, Figure 3(e) demonstrates
246 that the segmented metalens has a higher MTF than the
247 unsegmented sampling one and the SR is enhanced from 0.83
248 to 0.9 using a segmented sampling method. Finally, our PA
249 metalens with 0.9 NA achieves an SR of 0.9, which is 10%
250 more than the 0.8 theoretical limit of the PO profile. In
251 addition, we also evaluated the efficiency of PA and PO
252 metalenses; our PA metalens achieves an efficiency of 80.1%,
253 which is 7.6% more than the 72.5% theoretical limit of the PO
254 profile (see the Supporting Information for detailed definition
255 and analysis about the efficiency).
256 Note that the amplitude oscillating problem similarly exists
257 in the PO metalens (the amplitude and phase are plotted in
258 Figure S6 of the Supporting Information). In contrast, the
259 amplitude of the PA metalens oscillates along with the target
260 (SR = 0.90), whereas the amplitude of the PO metalens
261 oscillates along with unity (SR = 0.68). The PA metalens had a
262 higher MTF than that of the PO. In addition, the results in
263 Figure 3(e) show that the effect of the oscillating amplitude on
264 the SR of the metalens is slight and that the SR can be further
265 enhanced by the segmented sampling principle, reducing
266 coupling to approach the trend of the amplitude profile more
267 closely.
268 We also designed several PA metalenses with NAs of 0.7,
269 0.8, and 0.85 and a series of PO metalenses with the same NAs.
270 Please refer to Table S1 in the Supporting Information for the

f4 271 design details. The corresponding SRs are shown in Figure 4.

272 The red star and blue triangle represent the SRs of the PA and
273 PO metalenses, respectively. All PA metalens SRs were greater
274 than 0.9. Although they are slightly lower than the PA limit
275 (0.96), they are much higher than those of the PO metalens
276 (0.68) and the theoretical upper limit (0.8) of the PO profile.
277 Please refer to the Supporting Information for more simulation
278 results for these metalenses.
279 Experiment on the Large-NA and High-MTF Metal-
280 ens. To experimentally confirm the large NA metalens with a
281 high MTF, we designed, fabricated, and characterized 240-μm-
282 aperture PA cylindrical metalenses with an NA of 0.9. Note
283 that for facilitating characterization, the metalens aperture in
284 the experiment is larger than that in the previous simulation,

285which is a common treatment in articles about metalenses26,46

286(the small aperture is convenient for simulation, and the large
287aperture is suitable for characterization). However, the
288aperture difference does not affect the validation of metalens
289performance because the sampling principle (only related to
290NA) and design approach are the same. The metalenses were
291fabricated using standard electron-beam lithography and dry
292etching manufacturing techniques. Please refer to the Method
293section and the Supporting Information for the device
294fabrication process and process parameters. An optical
295microscope image of the fabricated PA cylindrical metalens
296 f5is shown in Figure 5(a), wherein light is focused in a one-
297dimensional direction, and another direction is arranged
298periodically. Figure 5(b) shows scanning electron microscopy
299(SEM) images of the center of the PA metalens. The red
300dashed box indicates that the interferometric unit cell consisted
301of two hydrogenated silicon nanopillars in the magnified SEM
302image. The SEM tilted view in the inset shows nanostructures
303that exhibit good verticality and a high aspect ratio.
304We built an experimental setup to characterize the proposed
305metamodel. The characterization details can be found in the
306Methods section and Supporting Information. The simulated
307and experimental PSFs of PA metalenses with an NA of 0.9 are
308shown in Figure 5(c). The distribution of the experimental
309PSF was the same as that in the simulation. The corresponding
310MTF, that is, the modulus of the Fourier transform of the PSF,
311was also calculated and plotted in Figure 5(d). The PA
312metalens achieved an experimental SR of 0.77, and the
313corresponding simulated SR was 0.89. The experimental MTF
314was slightly lower than the simulated result owing to the
315existing fabrication error. A similar problem exists in the
316fabricated PO metalens (the experimental results are provided
317in Supporting Information Figure S12). Despite this, the
318experimental SR of our PA metalens with a 0.9 NA is still 0.09
319higher than the simulated SR (0.68) of the PO metalens. The
320results confirm that the MTF of a large-NA lens can be
321improved by approximately realizing the trend of the required
322amplitude.

323■ CONCLUSION
324In conclusion, we presented a simplified PA profile and
325revealed that the amplitude does not require perfect matching
326and that merely achieving the approximate trend is sufficient to
327increase the MTF of a large-NA lens. We used interferometric
328unit cells to modulate independently the amplitude and phase
329and applied a segmented sampling principle to alleviate the
330coupling to design a series of metalenses with NAs from 0.7 to
3310.9 under TE-polarized light at a 940 nm wavelength. All of
332these metalenses achieved a simulated SR higher than 0.9. We
333also fabricated a 0.9 NA metalens and demonstrated an
334experimental SR exceeding 0.77. The results confirm our
335insights and the breakthrough in the design of metalenses using
336the PA profile. Our approach for designing large-NA
337metalenses is general and extensible, unlike topology
338optimization, which is limited by the device size owing to
339excessive demand on computing resources. Our approach can
340also extend to normal rotational symmetric metalenses, but
341more efficient and small dimension unit cells for amplitude and
342phase modulation will be required. There are possible ways to
343find these unit-cell structures, such as through deep neural
344networks.47 In addition, the amplitude modulation term of the
345PA profile is only position-dependent and wavelength-
346independent, which is promising for future generalization of

Figure 4. Summary SRs of PA and PO metalenses designed and
simulated with various NAs.
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347 our approach to broadband achromatic metalenses with high
348 MTFs and high performance. Our work provides a paradigm
349 for designing large-NA metalenses with high MTF. It is
350 expected to promote high-resolution imaging applications and
351 the development of metalenses with large NA for advanced
352 optical systems.

353 ■ METHOD
354 Design and Simulation. The PA metalens was designed
355 by establishing an interferometric unit cell library. We
356 calculated the required amplitude and phase at each location
357 based on the optical parameters of the metalens and
358 segmented sampling principle. Next, we swept the different
359 substructures’ length and width (l, w) using rigorous coupled-
360 wave analysis (RCWA). According to eq 2, we selected high-
361 transmittance nanopillars to establish the interferometric unit-
362 cell library. Note that for unit cells with large deviations from
363 the target value, particle swarm optimization (PSO)48 and
364 Reticolo (an RCWA solver)49 were used to assist in the
365 redesign (small periods are more difficult to design directly,
366 and optimization is required). Finally, using the established
367 library, we selected the base unit cells that met the amplitude
368 and phase requirements at each position and combined them
369 into a metalens. The entire metalens was simulated using
370 commercial Lumerical FDTD software. The phase and
371 amplitude of the metalens were obtained from the electric
372 field Ey at the output planes of the metalens, where the phase
373 and amplitude were the angle and modulus of Ey, respectively.
374 Note that the amplitude was averaged according to the base
375 unit-cell periods. The PSF of the metalens was the electric
376 energy density distribution at the focal plane, and the MTF
377 was the modulus of the Fourier transform.
378 Fabrication. The fabrication tolerance of the critical
379 dimension bias of the metalens is within ±5% (see Supporting
380 Information for fabrication errors analysis). The metalens was
381 fabricated on a 1-mm-thick glass substrate. A 1200-nm-thick

382layer of Si:H was deposited on the substrate using magnetron
383sputtering deposition (NSC-15, Optorun), similarly to the
384work in ref 41. Then, the substrate was spin-coated with a
385photoresist (ZEP520) and baked using thermal evaporation.
386Next, the metalens was patterned in the photoresist via an
387electron-beam lithography (EBPG5200, Raith) system. Next,
388the sample was developed in a mixed solution of pentyl acetate
389and isopropanol (IPA). Finally, inductively coupled plasma
390(ICP-RIE) etching with a mixture of SF6 and CHF3 was
391applied to etch the Si:H film using Oxford PlasmaPro 100
392Cobra 300. Additional details and process parameters are
393provided in the Supporting Information.
394Characterization. To estimate the MTF and SR of the
395metalens, we used an experimental setup similar to those
396described in the literature.26,50 The schematic and actual photo
397of the setup are shown in Figure S11. A plano-convex lens was
398used to collimate the fiber-coupled light source. The
399collimated light beam was filtered using a bandpass filter and
400polarized using a linear polarizer. Then, the beam was normally
401directed and focused on the metalens. Next, the focal plane
402was imaged onto a CMOS detector using a 0.95 NA 100×
403objective (Olympus PlanFLN100X) and an 80 mm focal
404length tube lens. The PSF was obtained using a line scan of the
405focal plane image, and the MTF was determined from the PSF.
406The SR was calculated according to the definition provided in
407the Supporting Information. Additional characterization details
408are provided in the Supporting Information.

409■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
410*sı Supporting Information
411The Supporting Information is available free of charge at
412https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsphotonics.2c02029.

413Detailed definition of Struve ratio, calculation of MTFs
414by angular spectrum theory, additional examples of
415independent modulation of phase and amplitude,
416segmented sampling details, evaluating the effect of the

Figure 5. Experimental results for the high-MTF metalens with a 0.9 NA. (a) Optical microscope image of the fabricated PA cylindrical metalens.
The scale bar is 20 μm. (b) Scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of the PA metalens are shown in the left side. The scale bar is 4 μm. The right
side is a zoomed-in SEM image corresponding to the white dashed box region. The scale bar is 500 nm. An interferometric unit-cell structure of the
metalens is indicated by the red dashed box. The inset is a SEM tilted view. (c) Simulated and experimental PSFs of the PA metalens. (d) MTFs of
the fabricated PA metalens, along with their simulated values.
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417 material loss, fabrication errors and efficiency analysis,
418 full-wave simulation results, the procedures of fabrica-
419 tion and characterization, more experimental results, and
420 supplementary references (PDF)
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